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At eighteen, Ben is in the world, but not of it. He is too large,
too awkward, too inhumanly made. Now estranged from his
family, he must find his own path in life. From London and the
south of France to Brazil and the mountains of the Andes.
Ben is tossed about in a tumultuous search for his people, a
reason for his being. How the world receives him, and, he
fares in it will horrify and captivate until the novel's dramatic
finale.
The Routledge Companion to Global Internet Histories brings
together research on the diverse Internet histories that have
evolved in different regions, language cultures and social
contexts across the globe. While the Internet is now in its fifth
decade, the understanding and formulation of its histories
outside of an anglophone framework is still very much in its
infancy. From Tunisia to Taiwan, this volume emphasizes the
importance of understanding and formulating Internet
histories outside of the anglophone case studies and
theoretical paradigms that have thus far dominated academic
scholarship on Internet history. Interdisciplinary in scope, the
collection offers a variety of historical lenses on the
development of the Internet: as a new communication
technology seen in the context of older technologies; as a
new form of sociality read alongside previous technologically
mediated means of relating; and as a new media "vehicle" for
the communication of content.
He isn't everything he says he is. He's even more... Who is
Chase Tallman, the newest member of Shadow Falls? What
made him into the sexy, mysterious vampire he is today? And
what led him to Della Tsang? Step back in time and unearth
the secrets that haunt him. The secret of how he became a
vampire-and how he knows so much about being reborn.
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Secrets about his first love, his family--and what steers him
toward Della, the beautiful, complicated girl he just can't seem
to stay away from. The one who makes him want things he
thought he'd given up on long ago. It all began with a
research study, a palm reader, and a plane crash that sent
him on a quest...for a love that's unbreakable.
Train ManCorsair
When thirteen-year-old Kiki decides that it is time to learn how
to become a real witch, she hops on her broomstick with her
black cat Jiji and flies to an oceanside city where she vows to
properly study.
This Companion provides a comprehensive overview of the
influences that have shaped modern-day Japan. Spanning
one and a half centuries from the Meiji Restoration in 1868 to
the beginning of the twenty-first century, this volume covers
topics such as technology, food, nationalism and rise of
anime and manga in the visual arts. The Cambridge
Companion to Modern Japanese Culture traces the cultural
transformation that took place over the course of the
twentieth century, and paints a picture of a nation rich in
cultural diversity. With contributions from some of the most
prominent scholars in the field, The Cambridge Companion to
Modern Japanese Culture is an authoritative introduction to
this subject.
Surveying the issues associated with the adoption and use of
mobile communication, this book explores developing areas
of inquiry. It provides an analysis of specific areas, including:
the psychological dimensions of mobile communication; the
linguistics of mobile communication; and the understanding of
mobile communication's commercialisation.
"This book rocks! Scandalously delicious in the same vein as
Pretty Little Liars and Revenge, with a wickedly clever plot
that kept me guessing right up until the end." -- Gemma
Halliday, New York Times bestselling author of Honeymoon in
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High Heels Anne Dowling practically runs her exclusive
academy on New York's Upper East Side—that is, until she
accidentally burns part of it down and gets sent to a
prestigious boarding school outside of Boston. Determined to
make it back to New York, Anne could care less about
making friends at the preppy Wheatley School. That is, until
her roommate, Isabella's body is found in the woods behind
the school. When everyone else is oddly silent, Anne
becomes determined to uncover the truth no matter how
many rules she has to break to do it. With the help of
Isabella's twin brother Anthony, and a cute classmate named
Brent, Anne discovers that Isabella wasn't quite the innocent
nerdy girl she pretended to be. But someone will do anything
to stop Anne's snooping in this fast-paced, unputdownable
read—even if it means framing her for Isabella's murder. Kara
Taylor's breathtaking debut reads like Gossip Girl crossed
with Twin Peaks in an enveloping start to the Prep School
Confidential series. "A whirlwind of secrets, lies, and
scandals. I whipped through the pages, frantic to discover the
killer." –Jill Hathaway, author of Slide "Fast-paced,
suspenseful and scarily believable. It will keep you guessing
as you race to the end!" -- Daisy Whitney, author of The
Mockingbirds and When You Were Here
In 1862, after being shipwrecked in uncharted seas,
Professor Arthur Denison and his twelve-year-old son Will
find themselves washed up on a strange island where people
and dinosaurs live together peacefully.
From Tokyo to Helsinki, Manhattan to Manila, Howard
Rheingold takes us on a journey around the world for a
preview of the next techno-cultural shift-a shift he predicts will
be as dramatic as the widespread adoption of the PC in the
1980s and the Internet in the 1990s. The coming wave, says
Rheingold, is the result of super-efficient mobile
communications-cellular phones, personal digital assistants,
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and wireless-paging and Internet-access devices that will
allow us to connect with anyone, anywhere, anytime. From
the amusing ("Lovegetty" devices in Japan that light up when
a person with the right date-potential characteristics appears
in the vicinity) to the extraordinary (the overthrow of a
repressive regime in the Philippines by political activists who
mobilized by forwarding text messages via cell phones),
Rheingold gives examples of the fundamentally new ways in
which people are already engaging in group or collective
action. He also considers the dark side of this phenomenon,
such as the coordination of terrorist cells, threats to privacy,
and the ability to incite violent behavior. Applying insights
from sociology, artificial intelligence, engineering, and
anthropology, Rheingold offers a penetrating perspective on
the brave new convergence of pop culture, cutting-edge
technology, and social activism. At the same time, he reminds
us that, as with other technological revolutions, the real
impact of mobile communications will come not from the
technology itself but from how people use it, resist it, adapt to
it, and ultimately use it to transform themselves, their
communities, and their institutions.
From the Master of Horror comes the first gripping book in the
twelve book New York Times bestselling Saga of Darren
Shan. Start the tale from the beginning in the book that
inspired the feature film The Vampire's Assistant and petrified
devoted fans worldwide. A young boy named Darren Shan
and his best friend, Steve, get tickets to the Cirque Du Freak,
a wonderfully gothic freak show featuring weird, frightening
half human/half animals who interact terrifyingly with the
audience. In the midst of the excitement, true terror raises its
head when Steve recognizes that one of the performers-- Mr.
Crepsley-- is a vampire! Stever remains after the show
finishes to confront the vampire-- but his motives are
surprising! In the shadows of a crumbling theater, a horrified
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Darren eavesdrops on his friend and the vampire, and is
witness to a monstrous, disturbing plea. As if by destiny,
Darren is pulled to Mr. Crepsley and what follows is his
horrifying descent into the dark and bloody world of vampires.
This is the beginning of Darren's story.
Essays look at mobile communication use in Japan from
social, cultural, and historial perspectives.
It was love at first sight. The moment Hee-So's eyes met WonJun's she knew it was meant to be. Their relationship took off
when Hee-So confessed her feelings on national TV, but less
than a month later, Won-jun is ready to call it quits without
any explanation at all. Hee-So's had a lot of boyfriends - WonJun is number twelve - but being dumped is never easy.
She's not ready to move on to the thirteenth boy just yet.
Determined to reunite with Won-Jun, Hee-So's on a mission
to win over her destined love once more.
Clueless country girl Suzume moves to Tokyo and finds her
heart caught between two men! After arriving in Tokyo to live
with her uncle, Suzume collapses in a nearby park where she
had once seen a shooting star during the day. A handsome
stranger brings her to her new home and tells her they’ll
meet again. Suzume starts her first day at her new high
school sitting next to a boy who blushes furiously at her
touch. And her homeroom teacher is none other than the
handsome stranger! Suzume has moved to Tokyo and is
living with her uncle. Suzume and Mr. Shishio take a trip
together for the first time. But something weighs heavily on
Mr. Shishio’s mind. Meanwhile, Suzume’s worried about
being caught on a romantic outing with her teacher.
This collection introduces the work of Japan’s foremost
Marxist writer, Kobayashi Takiji (1903–1933), to an Englishspeaking audience, providing access to a vibrant, dramatic,
politically engaged side of Japanese literature that is seldom
seen outside Japan. The volume presents a new translation
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of Takiji’s fiercely anticapitalist Kani k?sen—a classic that
became a runaway bestseller in Japan in 2008, nearly eight
decades after its 1929 publication. It also offers the first-ever
translations of Yasuko and Life of a Party Member, two
outstanding works that unforgettably explore both the costs
and fulfillments of revolutionary activism for men and women.
The book features a comprehensive introduction by Komori
Y?ichi, a prominent Takiji scholar and professor of Japanese
literature at Tokyo University.
Social media and digital technologies are transforming what
and how we read. Books and Social Media considers the way
in which readers and writers come together in digital
communities to discover and create new works of fiction. This
new way of engaging with fiction stretches the boundaries of
what has been considered a book in the past by moving
beyond the physical or even digitally bound object to the
consideration of content, containers, and the ability to share.
Using empirical data and up-to-date research methods,
Miriam Johnson introduces the ways in which digitally social
platforms give rise to a new type of citizen author who
chooses to sidestep the industry’s gatekeepers and share
their works directly with interested readers on social
platforms. Gender and genre, especially, play a key role in
developing the communities in which these authors write. The
use of surveys, interviews, and data mining brings to the fore
issues of gender, genre, community, and power, which
highlight the push and pull between these writers and the
industry. Questioning what we always thought we knew about
what makes a book and traditional publishing channels, this
book will be of interest to anyone studying or researching
publishing, book history, print cultures, and digital and
contemporary literatures.
Everyone’s a little bit perverted…right? For nineteen-year-old
Rika, cosplay is her life! As she stands at the threshold of her
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twenties, she must bear the weight of an ambition she can’t
share with anyone: She wants to have sex in her high-school
uniform! One day, she meets a high-school student who she
seems to get along with on a dating site, and before she
knows it, she’s arranged to meet up with him IRL. The only
catch is that he still thinks she’s in high school herself. He is
younger than her, but he also seems to be her type… Can she
really dive into a relationship while she’s still cosplaying?!
Leading historians of the media arts define a new materialist
media art history, discussing temporality, geography,
ephemerality, and the future. In Relive, leading historians of
the media arts grapple with this dilemma: how can we speak
of “new media” and at the same time write the histories of
these arts? These scholars and practitioners redefine the
nature of the field, focusing on the materials of history—the
materials through which the past is mediated. Drawing on the
tools of media archaeology and the history and philosophy of
media, they propose a new materialist media art history. The
contributors consider the idea of history and the artwork's
moment in time; the intersection of geography and history in
regional practice, illustrated by examples from eastern
Europe, Australia, and New Zealand; the contradictory scales
of evolution, life cycles, and bodily rhythms in bio art; and the
history of the future—how the future has been imagined,
planned for, and established as a vector throughout the
history of new media arts. These essays, written from widely
diverse critical perspectives, capture a dynamic field at a
moment of productive ferment. Contributors Susan Ballard,
Brogan Bunt, Andrés Burbano, Jon Cates, John Conomos,
Martin Constable, Sean Cubitt, Francesca Franco, Darko
Fritz, Zhang Ga, Monika Gorska-Olesinska, Ross Harley,
Jens Hauser, Stephen Jones, Douglas Kahn, Ryszard W.
Kluszczynski, Caroline Seck Langill, Leon Marvell, Rudy
Rucker, Edward A. Shanken, Stelarc, Adele Tan, Paul
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Thomas, Darren Tofts, Joanna Walewska
This is a true story of love for the internet generation - the
international bestseller that sold over a million copies. This
wonderfully unique book from Japan derives from a series of
postings over a three-month period to a particularly computergeeky thread of 2 Channel, the world's largest anonymous
Message Board. The events all took place in Tokyo. One day
a shy otaku computer geek mentioned on the message forum
how he had met a girl on a subway train. As things developed
he continued to post updates to the message board. He
gained the nickname 'Train Man'. With each update from
bashful Train Man, his fellow correspondents throw in own
colourful speculations, boyish encouragements, tongue-incheek warnings, and fabulously inventive ascii text drawings.
Train Man tries to take on board their comments as events
unfold. Eventually he finds love with the girl, Hermes, and
reveals to her the entire history of the thread. The true identity
of Train Man remains a closely guarded secret.
Are you looking for a beautiful gift for someone who loves to
card game Canasta? This is a simple blank, lined journal
that's perfect for anyone who loves Canasta and keeping a
journal - women, men, teens and kids. It's perfect for writing
thoughts, or use it to keep score of the games. Other features
of this notebook include: 110 pages 6x9 inches Excellent and
thick binding Durable white paper Sleek, matte-finished cover
for a professional look This diary is a convenient and perfect
size to carry anywhere for writing, journaling and note taking.
If you would like an unlined journal or a different cover,
please take a look at our other products.
Kotoko is rejected by her crush, Naoki, in front of the entire
school, but when her house is destroyed by an earthquake,
her family temporarily stays with her father's old friend, who
happens to be Naoki's father.
First book of its kind to examine images of women in
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Japanese consumerism. Explores a variety of media targeted
at women - in particular magazines, but also television,
popular literature and consumer trends. Covers visual and
print media.
The Cambridge History of Japanese Literature provides, for
the first time, a history of Japanese literature with
comprehensive coverage of the premodern and modern eras
in a single volume. The book is arranged topically in a series
of short, accessible chapters for easy access and reference,
giving insight into both canonical texts and many lesser
known, popular genres, from centuries-old folk literature to
the detective fiction of modern times. The various period
introductions provide an overview of recurrent issues that
span many decades, if not centuries. The book also places
Japanese literature in a wider East Asian tradition of Sinitic
writing and provides comprehensive coverage of women's
literature as well as new popular literary forms, including
manga (comic books). An extensive bibliography of works in
English enables readers to continue to explore this rich
tradition through translations and secondary reading.
Drew is caught in a world of light - just inches away from the
dark What if...there was a world beyond our vision, a world
just fingertips beyond our reach? What if...our world wasn’t
beyond their influence? Tragedy and heartache seem to be
waiting for Drew Carter at every turn, but college offers Drew
a chance to start over—until an accident during a physics
experiment leaves him blind and his genius friend, Benjamin
Berg, missing. As his sight miraculously returns, Drew
discovers that the accident has heightened his neuron
activity, giving him skills and sight beyond the normal man.
When he begins to observe fierce invaders that no one else
can see, he questions his own sanity, and so do others. But is
he insane or do the invaders truly exist? With help from
Sydney Carlyle, a mysterious and elusive girl who offers
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encouragement through her faith, Drew searches for his
missing friend, Ben, who seems to hold the key to unlocking
this mystery. As the dark invaders close in, will he find the
truth in time?
Shirayuki and Zen finally have "the talk" about their future
together. Then, a heavy rain forces the party to take shelter at
an inn after seeing off Sakaki. But just as night falls, Obi slips
away! -- VIZ Media
A bittersweet journey of young love, heartbreaking loss, and
enduring devotion.
After the attack at the party, Yuri goes to see Oya to thank
him for saving her, and as much as she hates to admit it, she
can’t deny there’s an attraction. However, when tragedy
strikes, Yuri attempts to turn her back on Oya and his
dangerous lifestyle for good—but will the allure prove too great
to resist? -- VIZ Media

The Routledge Handbook of Japanese Media is a
comprehensive study of the key contemporary issues
and scholarly discussions around Japanese media.
Covering a wide variety of forms and types from
newspapers, television and fi lm, to music, manga and
social media, this book examines the role of the media in
shaping Japanese society from the Meiji era’s intense
engagement with Western culture to our current period of
rapid digital innovation. Featuring the work of an
international team of scholars, the handbook is divided
into five thematic sections: The historical background of
the Japanese media from the Meiji Restoration to the
immediate postwar era. Japan’s national and political
identity imagined and negotiated through diff erent
aspects of the media, including Japan’s ‘lost decade’ of
the 1990s and today’s ‘post- Fukushima’ society. The
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representation of Japanese identities, including race,
gender and sexuality, in contemporary media. The role of
Japanese media in everyday life. The Japanese media in
a broader global context. Taking an interdisciplinary
approach, this book will be of use to students and
scholars of Japanese culture and society, Asian media
and Japanese popular culture.
Since the 2000s, the Japanese word sh?jo has gained
global currency, accompanying the transcultural spread
of other popular Japanese media such as manga and
anime. The term refers to both a character type
specifically, as well as commercial genres marketed to
female audiences more generally. Through its diverse
chapters this edited collection introduces the two main
currents of sh?jo research: on the one hand, historical
investigations of Japan’s modern girl culture and its
representations, informed by Japanese-studies and
gender-studies concerns; on the other hand, explorations
of the transcultural performativity of sh?jo as a crafted
concept and affect-prone code, shaped by media
studies, genre theory, and fan-culture research. While
acknowledging that sh?jo has mediated multiple
discourses throughout the twentieth century—discourses
on Japan and its modernity, consumption and
consumerism, non-hegemonic gender, and also
technology—this volume shifts the focus to sh?jo
mediations, stretching from media by and for actual girls,
to sh?jo as media. As a result, the Japan-derived
concept, while still situated, begins to offer possibilities
for broader conceptualizations of girlness within the
contemporary global digital mediascape.
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Missing boys and a strange little girl who shouldn't exist
usher us into the fourth volume of Godchild, where we
learn more about Dr. Disraeli and his complicated
connection to Cain's father and the secret society of
DELILAH. -- VIZ Media
Zita is not an ordinary servant girl—she's the thirteenth
daughter of a king who wanted only sons. When she was
born, Zita's father banished her to the servants' quarters
to work in the kitchens, where she can only communicate
with her royal sisters in secret. Then, after Zita's twelfth
birthday, the princesses all fall mysteriously ill. The only
clue is their strangely worn and tattered shoes. With the
help of her friends—Breckin the stable boy, Babette the
witch, and Milek the soldier—Zita follows her bewitched
sisters into a magical world of endless dancing and
dreams. But something more sinister is afoot—and unless
Zita and her friends can break the curse, the twelve
princesses will surely dance to their deaths. A classic
fairy tale with a bold twist, The Thirteenth Princess tells
the unforgettable story of a magical castle, true love,
spellbound princesses—and the young girl determined to
save them all.
In the fall of 2013, while at a crossroads in life after a
divorce, Aaron Lauritsen, did what many of us dream of
doing but few ever will, he put his problems in the
rearview mirror and headed out the door. After selling his
business and all his possessions, he and his trusty K9
companion, Athena-bear, jumped in his Toyota pick-up
truck, then ventured into the heart of North America for a
road trip to end all road trips. Because he hoped that by
getting lost out there he would somehow find himself
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again, he left without a plan or even a map, then for one
hundred glorious days journeyed the continent carefree,
via secondaries that were not only off the beaten track,
but that were often all but forgot. On them he traversed
some 30,000 zig-zagging miles through thirty eight of the
lower forty eight states and seven of the ten Canadian
provinces. And yielded in the process an untold number
of encounters weaved by confronting personal fears,
history, worldly cities, eccentric people and adventurous
activities. The real prize afforded by the time, distance
and space however, was his spiritual awakening. Follow
along as he paints that epic voyage of discovery and
experience the same unexpected serendipity that
awaited them around each bend of the open road.
2011 Honorable Mention for the American Sociological
Association Community and Urban Section's Robert E.
Park Book Award The color of clothing, the width of shoe
laces, a pierced ear, certain brands of sneakers, the
braiding of hair and many other features have long been
seen as indicators of gang involvement. But it’s not just
what is worn, it’s how: a hat tilted to the left or right,
creases in pants, an ironed shirt not tucked in, baggy
pants. For those who live in inner cities with a heavy
gang presence, such highly stylized rules are not simply
about fashion, but markers of "who you claim," that is,
who one affiliates with, and how one wishes to be seen.
In this carefully researched ethnographic account,
Robert Garot provides rich descriptions and compelling
stories to demonstrate that gang identity is a carefully
coordinated performance with many nuanced rules of
style and presentation, and that gangs, like any other
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group or institution, must be constantly performed into
being. Garot spent four years in and around one inner
city alternative school in Southern California, conducting
interviews and hanging out with students, teachers, and
administrators. He shows that these young people are
not simply scary thugs who always have been and
always will be violent criminals, but that they constantly
modulate ways of talking, walking, dressing, writing
graffiti, wearing make-up, and hiding or revealing tattoos
as ways to play with markers of identity. They obscure,
reveal, and provide contradictory signals on a continuum,
moving into, through, and out of gang affiliations as they
mature, drop out, or graduate. Who You Claim provides
a rare look into young people’s understandings of the
meanings and contexts in which the magic of such
identity work is made manifest.
Originally serialized online in 2008 with a readership of
over 60,000, Secondhand Memories pioneered the
Japanese cell phone novel phenomenon in the Englishspeaking world, marking a moment in history and reenvisioning technology, youth culture, community and
literature. The unique fusion of simple haiku-like poetic
technique and prose narrative together forms a comingof-age journey about Seiji and Aoi: high school
sweethearts, who are separated by a tragic chasm of
frozen time. As the rest of the world moves on, Seiji
discovers that life is more complicated than he thought and that the heart and mind is quite vulnerable to
change. The novel contemplates the meaning of growing
up, love, loss and sacrifice.
Since its inception in 1933, Toho Co., Ltd., Japan's most
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famous movie production company and distributor, has
produced and/or distributed some of the most notable
films ever to come out of Asia, including Seven Samurai,
Godzilla, Ringu, and Spirited Away. The Toho Studios
Story provides a complete picture of every Toho feature
the Japanese studio produced and released.
The era of the printed book is at a crossroad. E-readers
are flooding the market, books are available to read on
cell phones, and companies such as Google, Amazon,
and Apple are competing to command near monopolistic
positions as sellers and dispensers of digital information.
Already, more books have been scanned and digitized
than were housed in the great library in Alexandria. Is the
printed book resilient enough to survive the digital
revolution, or will it become obsolete? In this lasting
collection of essays, Robert Darnton—an intellectual
pioneer in the field of this history of the book—lends
unique authority to the life, role, and legacy of the book
in society.

Previously published in three installments, the entire
run of comic master Osamu Tezuka's enduring
classic is herewith available in one volume at a new
affordable price. The lauded adventures of a young
swordsman and his rogue sidekick that also inspired
the cult video game Blood Will Tell have never been
as accessible. A samurai lord has bartered away his
newborn son's organs to forty-eight demons in
exchange for dominance on the battlefield. Yet, the
abandoned infant survives thanks to a medicine man
who equips him with primitive prosthetics - lethal
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ones with which the wronged son will use to hunt
down the multitude of demons to reclaim his body
one piece at a time, before confronting his father. On
his journeys the young hero encounters an orphan
who claims to be the greatest thief in Japan. Like an
unforgettable road movie, Dororo reaches deeper
than its swashbuckling surface and offers a
thoughtful allegory of becoming what one is, for
nobody, in born whole.
Takagi Fujimaru may seem like a regular high school
student, but behind the cheery facade lies a genius
hacker by the name of Falcon. When his father is
framed for a murder, Falcon uses his brilliant
hacking skills to try and protect his sister and clear
his father's name. However, he finds that his father,
an agent in an elite government agency, was
involved with something far more complex than a
simple murder. A terrorist group is plotting against
the city of Tokyo and it is up to Falcon, with the help
of his friends to unravel the twisted plans set in place
to kill millions of people. SEARCH AND RESCUE As
Fujimaru dives deeper into investigating the
enigmatic "Bloody Monday" data, the stakes are
raised when his sister is abducted. The terrorists
demand Falcon complete a hacking job for them in
exchange for his sister. Time is short as his sister is
in urgent need of dialysis. Can Fujimaru break free
of the terrorists' insidious manipulation and find a
way to save his sister without helping the terrorists
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further their agenda?? Includes special extras after
the story!
Specifically designed for use on a range of
undergraduate and graduate courses, Introducing
Japanese Popular Culture is a comprehensive
textbook offering an up-to-date overview of a wide
variety of media forms. It uses particular case
studies as a way into examining the broader themes
in Japanese culture and provides a thorough
analysis of the historical and contemporary trends
that have shaped artistic production, as well as,
politics, society, and economics. As a result, more
than being a time capsule of influential trends, this
book teaches enduring lessons about how popular
culture reflects the societies that produce and
consume it. With contributions from an international
team of scholars, representing a range of disciplines
from history and anthropology to art history and
media studies, the book’s sections include:
Television Videogames Music Popular Cinema
Anime Manga Popular Literature Fashion
Contemporary Art Written in an accessible style by a
stellar line-up of international contributors, this
textbook will be essential reading for students of
Japanese culture and society, Asian media and
popular culture, and Asian Studies in general.
Nene’s best friend Aoi has been trapped on the Far
Shore—but to Hanako-kun, who has been worrying
for ages over how to save Nene from her rapidly
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approaching death, this turn of events is exactly
what he needs. Nene and Akane have no intention
of letting Aoi be sacrificed instead, but when every
supernatural in the school starts to disappear, they
realize it might already be too late. Is it time to say
goodbye to the paranormal inhabitants of Kamome
Academy once and for all?!
In a dark and distant future, Armageddon has given
rise to the fabled Second Moon - and a perpetual
war between the vampires and the humans! Esther
is a nun in the city of Istavan. When she crosses
paths with Abel Nightroad, a priest sent from the
Vatican to combat the local order of vampires, the
two form a holy alliance to battle the most evil of
threats. In this gorgeous, gothic-action series - part
of the super-popular Trinity Blood franchise - the
very survival of the human race is at stake! -- VIZ
Media
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